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Selected through the ASEF Creative Networks programme, Curating Batik involves the

exchange of batik collections between museums in Asia and Europe towards an exhibition

in 2017. This year, curators from Austria, Indonesia, Czech Republic and Switzerland have

met to exchange ideas and visit batik collections in preparation for this exhibition.

Discussing Batik at the Náprstek Musuem, Prague. © Bianca Figl

  Curating Batik is a direct contribution to UNESCO’s announcement in October 2003, which

designated batik as a Masterpiece of Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity. The project has

raised general awareness, and has assisted museums in protecting this treasure. It has also provided a

venue for various experts to conduct in-depth researches.  Here is the report of the second phase of

the project in Vienna, Prague and Basel in late August 2015. The Curating Batik project kicked off

successfully this June at the Textile Museum in Jakarta. The event featured lectures, workshops,

gallery visits, as well as �eld visits to batik producing sites in Pekalongan, Lasem, and Solo in Central

Java, Indonesia. The 2  phase of the Curating Batik continued to Europe (30 August – 20 September

2015), with independent Batik Expert Dr. William Kwan and Textile Museum Jakarta Assistant

Curator Benny Gratha coming on board to conduct research on the batik collections of the

Weltmuseum Wien in Vienna, the Naprestek Museum in Prague, and the Museum der Kulturen in

Basel, Switzerland.  The Weltmuseum Wien is currently undergoing extensive renovation, and is

planning to re-open its doors in October 2017. The results of this collaborative project will be

incorporated in the conceptualization of the new presentation of the permanent collection. For this

reason, William Kwan and Benny Gratha were invited to research the batik collections of these 3

ethnological museums in Europe. The Weltmuseum Wien has a batik collection of about 300 pieces. In

the course of the project, Dr. Jani Kuhnt-Saptodewo, curator of Insular South East Asia of

Weltmuseum Wien, was able to discuss her selection for the new permanent batik gallery. The

selection is going to show the development from classic batik textiles to the in�uences of different

cultures such as Dutch and Chinese to contemporary batik designs. In the discourse with the colleagues

from Indonesia, Dr. Kuhnt decided to exchange a batik cloth from the 1980s with a delicate piece from
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the 1950-60s to show the various in�uences from China, Hinduism and Islam in Indonesian Batik.

Sarong from Cirebon, Indonesia. WMW, Inv.Nr.176878. ©KHM-Museumsverband

This batik cloth depicts a royal train from the Keraton Cirebon palace. Various motifs can be seen

as presentations for different cultural in�uences: the wings taken from Buraq birds symbolise the

Islamic in�uence. The dragons, namely the creature with a body of a lion and scales of a dragon,

depict a mythological animal from China called Qilin, and showcase Chinese in�uence. The

elephant represents the God of knowledge, Ganesha and the tree of life shows Hindu in�uence.

[description of the Sarong from Cirebon, Indonesia]

At the end of their stay in Vienna, Dr William Kwan and Benny Gratha held a presentation at

the Weltmuseum Wien that was open for the public, followed with a buffet of Indonesian

snacks.

I was very fascinated by how scienti�cally accurate and in-depth the discussion about batik can be,

where I as an amateur can only admire the aesthetics of batik. It was very enlightening to immerse

into an exciting world of art, semiotics and �ligrees. I was also amazed by how careful and accurate

the matter was dealt by both curators, as well as by members of the conservation department. The

public presentation was very exciting and I found particularly successful the second – interactive –

part where textiles were presented “alive”, where they could be touched, smelled and observed.    

Ekaterina Holler, a visitor of the public talk
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Presentation on Batik at the Weltmuseum Wien. ©KHM-Museumsverband

  The next stop after the Weltmuseum Wien was the batik collection of the Náprstek Museum of Asian,

African and American Cultures in Prague, Czech Republic. The collection comprises of 120 pieces,

which have not yet been identi�ed completely. Dr. Dagmar Pospíšilová, curator for South and

Southeast Asiaat the museum, was happy about the opportunity to have an in-depth discussion, and to

generate knowledge of the collection, which will �nd its way into the museum's database. The exchange

continued in Basel at the batik collection of the Museum der Kulturen. At the �rst workshop in Jakarta,

Dr. Richard Kunz, curator of Southeast Asia from the Museum der Kulturen in Basel, Switzerland,

pointed out the challenges in curating the collection. ‘What is the potential of the collection? What

story lines can be developed? What message do we want to convey with an exhibition?’ Together with

the experts from Indonesia, the aforementioned questions were addressed and discussed.

 In the Textile Depot of the Museum der Kulturen Basel. © Jani Kuhnt

  Benny Gratha was particularly impressed by the number of Lok Can batik collection. The Lok Can

batik is developed by the Chinese community in Central Java at the beginning of the 19  century. A

typical motif of the Lok Can batik is the phoenix, which serves as a symbol of social and philosophical

signi�cance, namely for virtue, achievement, and immortality. Benny Gratha pointed out that the large

collection of Lok Can batik at the Museum of Kulturen Basel would provide enough material for a

separate study. For William Kwan, the conservatory aspect of the batik collection is of particular

interest.

An extraordinary thing that we have gained through the “Curating Batik” project is an

opportunity to look at the management of storage and conservation/restoration of

traditional fabrics, including batik. The fabric collection was fully supported by the spirit,

love and passion as well as the professional manner by all relevant staff in all three

museums participating in the “Curating Batik” project. We hope to be able to push the

storage and maintenance of traditional fabric collections in various museums and

collectors in Indonesia with the same management and professional competence we

witnessed as a result of inspiration from observations throughout the implementation of

the project.     

William Kwan, independent Batik Expert
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The collaboration has overall been a very fruitful and enlightening experience for all

participating members. Ideas on preservation, exhibitions and general research on batik in

museum collections have been exchanged. The experts were very pleased and thankful for the

opportunity provided by ASEF and ASEMUS network for the collaboration, and hope for more

similar projects in the future.

 

More about Curating Batik:

http://asemus.museum/event/curating-batik-in-asia-and-europe-1st-workshop-indonesia/

http://asemus.museum/news/curating-batik-collections-in-asia-and-europe-jakarta-workshop/

This article was written by Bianca Figl and originally published on ASEF's Culture360.org  

Bianca Figl is currently working at the Department of Learning at the Weltmuseum Wien and

accompanied the expert group from the Curating Batik project during their stay in Europe.

She has a background in Japanese studies, Art History, Indonesian classic dance and holds a

MA in Arts & Heritage: Policy, Management and Education from Maastricht University.
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culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information,

facilitating dialogue and stimulating re�ection on the arts and culture of the two

regions.
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